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•  Introduction 
•  Brief history of developments in NP,  
•  Requirement of accelerators, 
•  Lorntz force and acceleration principles,  
•  Acceleration in DC and AC electric fields, 
•  Cockroft-Walton, VDG and other linear accelerators 



 - are almost everywhere 

   picture tube in video monitors (TV),  
              X-ray machines in hospitals, irradiation  
              facilities in industries & R/D sectors etc. 

knowledge of particle interactions  
è applications in diverse fields 

- are no more used as “atom smashers” 





  Category    Number 
  ============================ 
  Ion-imp, surface mod etc        7,000 
  Accls in industry      1,500 
  Accls non-Nucl research     1,000 
  Radiotherapy      5,000 
  Medical isotope prodn        200 
  Hadron therapy           20 
  Synch Rad sources                      70 
  Res in Nucl & Part Phys            110 
  ============================ 
  Total     15,000 

 
         In 1994 it was about 10,000 (# grows @ 15 % per year) 



Resolution of “matter microscopes” 
λ =  h / p   = 1.2 fm/p  [GeV/c] (DeBroglie 1923) 

Higher the momentum è shorter is  λ & better is the resolution. 

Energy to Matter 

E = mc2  = γ m0 c2 

(Einstein 1905) 

 Higher energy è more massive particle  generation 

Why did people think about accelerators ? 

Energy 1 MeV   1 GeV 

β = v/c 0.95 0.99 0.999 0.999 999 9 

γ = m/m0 3 7 22 2000 
 

What does SP Relativity tell us (for electron)? 

With energy increasing β saturates meaning particle becomes more massive 



è Search for elementary particles  

 è  nuclei can disintegrate 

 * 1803: John Dalton    è Atom 
 * 1896: M & P Currie è Decay of atoms 
 * 1896: J. J. Thomson è Electron 
 * 1906: E. Rutherford è Nucleus 
 * 1911: E. Rutherford è Nuclear reaction 

        Some developments in Physics: 
        Stage I (Atomic & Nuclear Physics) 

Q.  What is there inside the nucleus ? 



Stage II (Early days of Particle Physics): 

Theoretical developments: 
 * 1905: Einstien          è E = mc2 

 * 1930: Dirac    è Antimatter 
 * 1935: Yukawa   è π-meson 

Experimental developments: 
 * Cosmic rays 
 * 1932: Anderson   è e+   
 * 1937: Anderson       è π-mesons 

“Nobel Prize in 1936 è Carl D. Anderson”  

 Q. Can one get anti-proton and π-mesons 
      in the Laboratory ?  



Ans.  
 
One needs highly energetic beams of  
 particles to break the nucleus  
 
è study of the constituents. 
 
 At high energy  
 
è new particles can be produced (E = mc2) 
 
Time:   around 1930 



•  A few keV electron beams could be produced in evacuated tubes 
 1895  Lenard: Scattering of cathode rays from air. “Cathode rays are 
negatively charged particles smaller than air molecules” -  Nobel Prize 
1905 

  

 

 

      1913  Franck and Hertz excited electron shells by electron    
bombardment.   

•  A few MeV from natural alpha particles: 
 1906  Rutherford bombards mica sheet with natural alphas. 

 1919  Rutherford induces a nuclear reaction with natural alphas.        
14N + α → 17O + proton 

Dynamid model of atom 

The Pre-accelerator era 



In 1928  Gamow predicts 
‘tunneling’ and perhaps 
500 keV would suffice ??? 

Rutherford wanted a machine 
that can accelerate ions to similar 
energies. 

But how ?  Using “Lorentz force” from Electric fields 

There was a need to go higher up in energy 

The main history line 



Lorentz force on a charged particle 

 
 

One can use E-field to transfer energy to/from an ion. Why ? 
Force due to B-field is always perpendicular to the motion.  
 

Rate at which work can be done on the ion is: 
  
 
 

( )BvEF ×+= ee

( ) vBvvEvF ⋅×+⋅=⋅ ee

Each ‘Accelerator history line’ can therefore be classified 
according to how the electric field is generated and used.  



Case-I:    Static field 

E = -∇φ  -  ∂A/∂t 
 

 Acceleration by DC voltages: 

 
• Cockcroft & Walton rectifier generator 
• Van de Graaff electrostatic generator 
• Tandem electrostatic accelerator 

All are electrostatic generators 



Case-II: Time varying fields 

E = -∇φ  -  ∂A/∂t 
 

 ∇ × E  =  -∂ B/∂ t 

‘Betatron’ or ‘unbunched’ 
acceleration  

 

B 

E 
Ion 

‘Resonant’ or ‘bunched’ 
acceleration 
• Linear accelerator (linac). 
• Synchrotron. 
• Cyclotron (‘coiled’ linac). 

B E 
Ion 



Case-I: An Electrostatic accelerator 
 
- a source of “charged particles”  
   (neutrals can not be accelerated) 
 
- a “vacuum tube” inside which they get accelerated 
   (collision with air molecules => energy loss) 
 
- “isolation” between source and target chamber” 
-  an “electric filed” for providing the force to accelerate 
-  an “experimental station” (target chamber) 
 
 
 
 

source accelerating tube target  
chamber 



Particle sources: 
 
-  cathode ray tubes       (both e- and p+) 
-  emission from hot surfaces   (e-) 
-  RF discharge in a gas (ions and e-) 
 
  Cathode Tube with Hydrogen: 
 

  H2  +  e-  è  H2
+ + 2 e- 

  H2
+ +  e-  è  H+   + H  + e-                    

  H    +  e- è  H+   +2 e- 
 

  Antimatter:        “Pair-production” 
   



A DC potential can make  
  an electrons gain energy 

                  1.5 V  
   Energy gained =1.5 eV 

E 
 



•  The simplest method: DC voltage 
 
•  Energy kick: ΔE=qV  

•  Can accelerate particles over many gaps: electrostatic accelerator 

 

•  Continuous charge induction or voltage multiplication 

Acceleration by DC Electric Field 

V 

V=V1+V2+V3+V4       How to produce HV ?           

A high voltage produced in a 
terminal can be divided between 
gaps 



Cockcroft-Walton Voltage multiplier 

Eout = 2.Eac *N 
N= # stages (=4) 

1
1H+7

3Liè4
2He+4

2He 



Cockcroft - Rutherford - Walton 

Used a 200 kV transfomer + a set of AC  
switches to build up a potential of 800 kV  

Cavendish Laboratory (1932) 



Initial design:  8 feet drift tube  + a proton source 
 
H+ accelerated to 700 keV were used to break 7Li 
 
 first ever demonstration of a “Nuclear Reaction” 
 (Noble prize in Physics,1951) 

Such DC machines (VGD and CW ) are in great  
demand even today. 
 
Limitations:  Insulation breakdown at high V (> 10MV) 
 
Extremely versatile systems with great many  
applications 



+ve and -ve charges sprayed on two moving  
belts could charge two spheres to 750 kV each 
            ΔV = 1.5 x 106 Volts       (1932) 

Van-de-Graaff Generator 

Robert Van-de-Graaff 

Ph.D (Physics):  Oxford,  
PDF: Princeton  
Engineer in Alabama  
Power Company 



e 

0 V +1000 V +2000 V +3000 V 

e e e 

Highly impractical due to insulation problem.  
So what do we do?  AC electric field has the solution. 

A DC machine has strong limitations 

Final energy of the electron is 3 keV.  To increase the energy 
to 5 MeV one would need a final potential difference of 5 MV ! 



-1000 V +1000 V -1000 V +1000 V 

e e 

-1000 V +1000 V -1000 V +1000 V 

e 

-1000 V +1000 V -1000 V +1000 V 

e 

-1000 V +1000 V -1000 V +1000 V 

One need 1kV or so, not 1 MV. If it passes through 1000 of  
these plates, it woud gain an energy 1000 times the energy  
of a single pair ! 

A possible solution 

With the voltage “switching” back & forth at the right time,  
the electron is always accelerated toward the next plate ! 



Conceptual design of a ‘true accelerator’ 

A principle in use in almost all of today’s accelerators. 

Gustaf Ising 

Ions can energies can be much above the highest voltage in the system. 



•  Oscillating RF field (Gustaf Ising , 1924)  

 
•  Particle must see the field only when the 
     field is in the accelerating direction 

–  Requires the synchronism condition to hold: 
 Tparticle =½TRF 
 

“Widerøe accelerator” ( Experimentally demonstrated in 1928) 

vTL )2/1(=

Case-II Acceleration by RF Electric fields    

Rolf Wideröe: 
Born 11/7/1902 
in Oslo, Norway 

Also gave the idea of a Ray Transformer- “the Betratron” 



Wideroe’s LINAC (Model) 

Originally proposed 
 by Gustav Ising 

E = NqV 
N: no. of cavities; 
V: RF voltage 
q: charge on the particle 

•  Particle gains energy at each gap 
•  Length of drift tubes increase with 
     increase in v 
•  But spacing becomes regular as v  
     goes to c 

1928:  Wideröe demonstrates Ising’s principle with a 1 MHz, 25 kV 
oscillator to make 50 keV potassium ions; the first linac. 



Luis W. Alvarez was born in San 
Francisco, Calif., on 13/6/1911. 

•  Particle gains energy at each gap. 
•  Drift tube lengths follow increasing velocity. 
•  The periodicity  becomes regular as v  ⇒ c.   

  

The Alvarez LINAC 

200 MHz became a de facto 
standard for many decades. 

Nobel physics prize in 1968. 

Luis Alvarez built a 32 MeV p LINAC using RF Electric field at 
Berkeley in 1948. This is called a’Drift Tube LINAC’ 



First linear accelerator based on Wideroe’s design was built 
by David Sloan (Burkeley,USA) in 1931. 
 
Hg+ ions were accelerated to 1.3 MeV energy  
(N = 40, q = 1,Vrf = 43 kV) 
 
He later worked with Lawrence on the design 
of a resonant transformer for generating X-rays 
(“mainly for medical applications”) 
  
World’s largest linear collider is 2 miles long  
delivering 2 GeV electron (SLAC) 
 
CLIC proposed at CERN is planned to be 40 km long ! 



A second time line: Use of time varying fields 

1924  Gustaf Ising: Concept of time-varying fields across 
drift tubes.  
 This is a ‘true’ accelerator that can achieve energies 
above that given by the highest voltage in the system. 
 
1928  Wideröe demonstrates Ising’s principle with a 
1 MHz, 25 kV oscillator to make 50 keV potassium ions; 
the first linac. 

 


